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Activity 08.1 : Are you an eco-responsible Internet user?
It's up to you now! Reducing the environmental impact of our digital uses is everyone's business, designers, developers and users. Questioning our

uses, questioning them and adopting new practices is a necessity.

In this sequence, we are going to suggest some good practices to implement your personalised action plan: firstly as a user and secondly as a

developer.

Capsule slide Related text

Are you an eco-responsible Internet user?

Digital technology is a part of our daily lives. We use the Internet to
search, learn, communicate but also for our leisure.
Digital is a true link vector!  But these uses are not that neutral!
Even if sometimes disconnecting is desirable, it’s not always possible.
But we can introduce new practices to reduce our impact.

And you, have you already put these good actions into practice?

For each practice below, answer "I already do" or "I don't do it" according
to your usage.
A "Did you know?" text is then displayed with details about the practice.
In addition, if your answer was "I don't do it", you have to choose
between: "Here we go" or "Maybe later".
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1 / 8 Navigation

I limit the number of tabs opened in my browser.
I thus reduce the consumption of the living memory and the energy
consumption of my equipment.

Did you know that..

The Great Suspender extension (Chrome) / New tab suspender (Firefox)
allows this action to be done automatically. The TabWrangler extension
(Chrome / Firefox) allows you to suspend access to open pages without
closing them.

2 / 8 Navigation

I use the search engine only if it’s necessary.
To reach my favorite pages, I use the address bar rather than looking for
them in a search engine. I create favorites to make my life easier and avoid
going through the search engine.

Did you know that..

One of the first most searched words in Google is... “google” while in
Chrome you can directly type what you're looking for in the address bar.

Source : Top Trending Google Searches 2021,  Semrush Blog, 2021 [accessed
on: 14/12/2021 ]
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https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/the-great-suspender/jaekigmcljkkalnicnjoafgfjoefkpeg
https://addons.mozilla.org/fr/firefox/addon/new-tab-suspender/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/tab-wrangler/egnjhciaieeiiohknchakcodbpgjnchh?hl=fr
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/tab-wrangler/egnjhciaieeiiohknchakcodbpgjnchh?hl=fr
https://www.semrush.com/blog/most-searched-keywords-google/
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3 / 8 Navigation

I install a publicity and cookie blocker on my browser.
It limits the forwarded and collected data.

Did you know that..

I can install ad blockers: uBlock Origin (Firefox / Chrome), Adguard
Adblocker, Poper blocker (Chrome/Firefox)

Cookies Managers: Adequa (Chrome/ Firefox)
Advanced browser settings allow cookies and data from third-party sites
to be blocked.

4 / 8 Leisure

I listen to music on special applications without video streaming.
(Deezer, spotify,...). I don't use Youtube for music. And I download my
favorite songs.

Did you know that..

The spotify app has been classified as the least energy-intensive music
streaming app by the greenspector barometer.

Source : Deezer vs Spotify, greenspector, 2019 [accessed on: 14/12/2021 ]
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https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/ublock-origin/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/ublock-origin/cjpalhdlnbpafiamejdnhcphjbkeiagm?hl=fr
https://adguard.com/fr/download.html
https://adguard.com/fr/download.html
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/pop-up-blocker-for-chrome/bkkbcggnhapdmkeljlodobbkopceiche?hl=fr
https://poperblocker.com/firefox/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/adequa/icceppfappmmehbceklpljipmpgehalo?hl=fr
https://addons.mozilla.org/fr/firefox/addon/adequa-mozilla/
https://greenspector.com/fr/deezer-vs-spotify/
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5 / 8 Leisure

I'm reducing my consumption of streaming and online video games.
I can give myself schedules of viewing, limiting myself to 1 film per week,
downloading my films or borrowing them from a friend.

Did you know that..

« The growth in the number of users equipped with at least one connected
terminal (mainly a smartphone, especially in developing countries), the
increase in the ratio of the number of connected terminals per individual
(from 2.1 in 2015 to 3.6 in 2023 on average worldwide), the increase in video
traffic coupled with the growing share of HD and UHD quality images and
the shift in usage towards on-demand consumption (streaming, VOD,
cloud gaming), are all factors that are causing an explosion in traffic on
the networks (more than 26% per year (Cisco, 2018a)) and in the data
centres (+35% per year, (Cisco, 2018b)) »

Source : Impact environemental du numérique : tendences à 5 ans et
gouvernance de 5G, the Shift Project, Mars 2021 [accessed on: 14/12/2021 ]

6 / 8 Communication

I reduce the size of my messages and the weight of the attached files.
I avoid images and videos and privilege the sending of links rather than
sending attached files especially when sending multiple mails.

Did you know that..

I reduce the weight of attached files via tools like Smallpdf. I use
wetransfer or swisstransfer which allow to create a link to send with a
time limit.
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https://theshiftproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Note-danalyse_Numerique-et-5G_30-mars-2021.pdf
https://theshiftproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Note-danalyse_Numerique-et-5G_30-mars-2021.pdf
https://wetransfer.com/
https://www.swisstransfer.com/fr
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7 / 8 Communication

I limit the sending the unnecessary/SMS/Whatsapp messages
And I choose the recipients carefully. Is the “reply to all” function useful?

Did you know that…

« The impact of sending an email depends on the weight of the attached
documents, the storage time on a server as well as the number of
recipients. Multiply by 10 the number of recipients of an email multiplies
by 4 its impact. »
And let’s not forget the equipment operating times of the equipment!

Source :

En route vers la sobriété numérique, ADEME, 09/2022 [Consulté le 27/01/2023]

8 / 8 Communication

I clean up in my mailboxes
(mail, SMS, Whatsapp, Signal,...): I delete unnecessary messages, remove
images and videos that I won't watch anymore or save them elsewhere,
unsubscribe the unnecessary newsletters.

Did you know that..

The tool Cleanfox allows automatic cleaning of mailboxes.
You can also delete emails by keywords, size... to gain efficiency.
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https://librairie.ademe.fr/cadic/6555/guide-en-route-vers-sobriete-numerique.pdf
https://www.cleanfox.io/fr/
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As you have seen, quite simple actions have an impact. So as internet users, let’s act, reduce, think, refuse!
We’ve generated a little memo for you!

(tick the relevant boxes)

I do it already Here we go! Maybe later

Limit the number of tabs opened in my browser

Use the search engine only if it’s necessary

Install a publicity and cookie blocker on my browser

Listen to music without video

Reduce my consumption of streaming

Reduce the size of my messages

Limit the sending the unnecessary messages

Clean up in my mailboxes
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